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**Synopsis**

Taking the place of the multiple texts traditionally needed to cover visual anatomy and physiology, Clinical Anatomy and Physiology of the Visual System, 3rd Edition dramatically lightens your load by providing one book that covers it all! This concise, well-referenced resource contains information on the clinical anatomy of the eye, its adnexa and visual pathways, histologic information, plus newly added content on physiology of the human ocular structures. Vivid illustrations complement the text and provide clinical information on diseases and disorders that represent departures from normal clinical anatomy. Comprehensive physiology coverage clarifies the integration between structure and function, eliminating your need for multiple books on the anatomy and physiology of the visual system. An emphasis on clinical application helps you better understand the processes that occur in disease and dysfunction. Genetic information keeps you current with the latest developments in visual anatomy and physiology. Full-color illustrations throughout the text enhance your understanding of anatomical and clinical information. UNIQUE! Clinical Comment sections provide a solid foundation for recognizing and understanding clinical situations, conditions, diseases, and treatments. Photos of normal eye structures illustrate clinical appearance and demonstrate how appearance is directly related to structure. Geriatric coverage, including aging changes in ocular tissue and the visual pathway, keeps you up-to-date with the expanding field of geriatric care. UNIQUE! Expert coverage written by an actual optometrist gives you a practical framework for recognizing and understanding clinical situations, problems, and treatments.
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Customer Reviews

The edition before this book was good, but this edition is even better and supplements more details that NBEO Part 1 covers. I read this to study for boards, and would recommend it to other optometry students too.

Dr. Remington has done a great job with the layout of this text book. It has great pictures to focus on while reading the sometimes overwhelming text. The clinical cases in the book are also great and give you an immediate understanding of why the anatomy that you are learning is so important.

As simple as you can make a rather complex subject. Enough depth to meet the needs of any clinician, superb illustrations, most appropriate clinical application notes. This is the best anatomy book of the visual system for clinicians I have seen. It is primarily an anatomy book with an appropriate amount of physiology for an anatomy book. If you need more get a physiology text. Great achievement Dr. Robinson. Thanks for your efforts.C. Parker III O.D.

This book has been super helpful in my study of ocular anatomy. There are plenty of good pictures, and the reading is fairly easy to understand. The only possible downside (which is kind of an upside as well), is that the reading is structured almost more like a glossary. So there’s not a lot of fluff to side track you, but it’s also pretty heavy reading with a lot of information per page.

I LOVE THE WAY THE CLINICAL APPLICATION IS TAUGHT SIDE BY SIDE WITH THE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. THE PICTURES ARE AWESOME AS WELL WHICH FACILITATES LEARNING FOR ME AS MORE OF A VISUAL LEARNER.

The book is for my daughter, she was impressed with the condition of the book. Thanks for everything, If I need more books for my daughter I am going to contact you!!

Great book for boards part 1 of optometry for the anatomy and physiology section. It really prepares you for those two sections on the exam! Great purchase.

If you are a Student and you are considering the book .... Just buy it and read it. I learned a lot.
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